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abstract : This paper discusses an optimum approach for the determination of yard scale

and relevant operation facilities at coal port station according to the feature of operation
system. Using the research conclusions in our previous works about the characteristics of
siation system with sharing system of anival and departure service, a systematical
nonlinear programming model with multiple-purpose is proposed, and relevant method for
determining the yard scale and relevant operation facilities in the system according to the

changes of traffrc volume are synthetically studied.

l.INTRODUCTION

Improvement and determination of yard scale and relevant operation facilities of station are

very important subject with the increase of traffic volume of rail transport. For the coal rail
trarisport system, the station based on coal port, which is called as coal port station, is a
very tomplicated system as the joint of railway and port, where is composed of multi-stage
operation subsystems with circle unloading tracks and continual coal-unloading tipping
plants including many kinds of impact elements such as yard arrangement, operation
iervice distribution, disposition of facilities etc. Every operation subsystem in the station
system is able to be described with queuing characteristics, and some elements have
siochastic property, in which corresponding characteristics will change with different
working wiys of arrival and departure services for train. And these characteristics of
elemen[s and their reciprocal relations have a great inlluence on not only the coordination
between railway traniport capacity and unloading system, but also the reasonable
development of coal port and the efficiency of corresponding transport.

In the previous works of T. CHISHAKI etal (1995), the characteristics of station system
with sh-aring system of anival and departure service had been systematically discussed, and

many relation formulas with queuing phenomena were constructed. In this study, using the
research conclusions, authors trys to provide an optimum approach for solving the planning
ofstation system in order to assist designers and planners in decision-making procedure for
the improvement and determination of rail tracks at coal port station and relevant operation
facilities according to the feature of operation system. A systematical nonlinear
programming model with multiple-purpose is proposed, and relevant method for
determining the yard scale and relevant operation facilities in the coal port system
according to the changes of traffic volume are synthetically studied.

On the mathematical model, we lead the concept of fiuzy membership function to deal
with every objective function, and present a kind of fuz-zy algorithm with the help of
simulation to find the compromising solutions among different purposes. Stochastic
characteristics about each kind of solutions are investigated.
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As an practical application of our proposed model, some alternatives to decide operation
facilities and yard iacks are studied in-accordance with actual changes of traffrc volume of
coal transport. In the meantime, some important indexes to evaluate the station 

-sys.tem 
such

as staying duration of train at station system and utilization rate of operation facilities are

stochastically discussed.

2. STRUCTURE OF COAL PORT STATION AND RELEVANT SYSTEM
CHARACTERISTICS

2.1 Structure of Coal Port Station

arrival-departure yard coal unloading plants

Fig. I Station structure based on the coal port

Fig. I shows the station structure based on the coal port. It is composed of the following
facilities:
(l). Arival-departure yard for the arrival of coal train and the deparure of the train of empty

stock.
(2). Unloading lines where tipping plants are set up to unload a full train which is not cut.
(:). Circte tricks between yard sysiem and unloading system, where link up the unloading
line to station yard.

arrival of
coal train

depar ture
of train
of enply
s tock

sharing systen of arrival-departure services

Fig.2 Operation procedure of coal port station
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On the basis of arrival and departure operation service sharing the common railway
facilitie^s and working teams, ?rnval and departure tracks are allocated in the same yard.
Yard of station are set up in front of the unloading line, and circle tracks linking up ttre
$atiol yqq tg the unloading line are set up on the back of tipping plants. After a coal-train
is unloaded, the train of empty stock will be directly pulled io arrival-departure operation
s.ystgm and enter-departure tracks through the circle tracks for departure operatingiervice.
And, station yard is not only the staying place for arrival and dep-arture tains, but also for
the waiting trains for coal unloading.

From the arrangement ofstation facilities, the corresponding procedure ofstation operation
system can be described as Fig. 2. It is obvious that the station system can be divided into
two operation subsystems including three kind of operations with sharing system of anival
and departure services.

In arrival-departure operation subsystem, two kinds of operations to be called as yard
operation are included. After coal train arrives at the anival track of the station, it needs to
handle relative arrival servicing operations before unloading operation such as dropping
down the traction locomotive,_receiving bow, inspecting the slate of coal wagons, che^cirin[
and delivering the correspondence papers, joining the-switching locomotivi, etc. Simdt:
aneously, de-Parture operation of the train of empty stock can be carried out, using the same
railway facilities and working teams. After the-train of empty stock is pulied tJdeparnre
tracks from the circle track, it needs to handle relative departure servicing operations with
the similarity to the content of anival service of coal train.-

I1 cgal Yotoragg syslem, coal tain is pulled to unloading tracks and unloaded by the
tipping plants. The train of empty stock is pulled to departure-tracks through the circle iine.

On th9 gther hand, according to the investigation on the actual situation ofcoal port station
Uy Chis!$i.!.9t al (1994 ), relevant anival of coal train was submited to logarithm
normal distribution, and service time of each operation was related to the length if coal
tain and other factors.

2.2 Ch*ecteristics of Station System

Because there are some particular stochastic features of elements at station system,
relevant function to describe the queuing characteristics of the system can not suita-bly be
presented with I\rIA[/C queuing system etc. Through system jimulation of station the
queuing relationships among related elements can be obtained in the following.

2.2.1 Description on Arrival-Departure Operetion Subsystem

In order to show the relationships among related elements of arrival-departure operation
system clearly, some approximate formulas of queuing system can be obtained by the
analyses of correlation regression using the resultsbf simula-tion as follows:

l. Waiting time of train at arrival-departure operation subsystem

0.26lpl!52 (n / trrr){u"""Cr s:l: Wn,, =

Ct s=2: Wqr: =

(Cr3 !(l - prr)')o'"'(r)"'o

0.0l6pl!te (n / prr)a323c"

(C13 !(l - p,,)' )o"t (r)t'o'

( hour ) (r'z:0.997 ) (l)

( hour ) ( r':0.999 ) (2)
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1.046* lo-2 p'rltt (n t prr)'n"",,
Crs=3: WqB=ffi

=m
1.506 * lo-3 pllot (n t#,, )'oout"=m

c,,26: w^," = 
as9.a*rca pl,la'_(!_l_p,r)_3.31.-lj" 

( hour ) (12=0.973) (6)vI J:v' "qr3 (cr3!(l - prr)')ot'o(')""t

Where r : arrival density of coal train with stochastical feature;

Ir i3: service rate with stochastical feature;
p r :: utilization rate of working facilities and teams al anival-departure system ;

C r s : number of working facilities and teams at arrival-departure_ system;

Wo ., : waiting time of-arrival-departure operation subsystem which a train waits for

operation.

From these formulas, the waiting time of coal train at anival-departure subsystem^chan_ges

with the increase of the workingleums and facilities ( C, , ). When C 
' 
, increases from I to

2,3,Wo,. decreases r"ry gt"atly under the same level of utilization rate ( q r s-).,But,

*n"i, C, , is over 4, the fiuftuation of W" , , is very small. Therefore, when C 
' 
, 26, the

relevant changing curve can be approximately replaced by formula (6)'

2. Relationship formula about staying trains at anival-departure subsystem

L*=1.008(n)0"'(w,,r)ot'6 ( train ) (r'=0'996) (7)

whereW" r s=Wq ,e+ll lt ' r, durationatarrival-departureoperation sutsystem; - . -

L r s: nurnbers of trains staying at arrival-departure system including trains which

wait for operation and are in servicing.

Furtherly, we can obtain some another descriptions for the operation subsystem in the

following.

3. Relationship formula about queuing train

Lo13 = o39l(r)o'ot (wo,r)0"' (train) (r':0.963) (8)

where L o I 3 : queuing number of trains which wait for service at arrival-departure

operation subsystem.

4. Relationship formula about utilization rate

( hour ) ( r'z=0.998 )

( hour ) ( r'z:0.991 )

( hour ) ( r':0.988 )

(3)

Cr s=4: Wn,,

Cr e=5: Wo,,

(4)

(s)

0.807(n )o'30
Ps = 

@uoJsn
(r'=0.986)

2.2.2 Description on Unloading Operation Subystem
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Just as the same as the description of arrival-departure operation subsystem, there are also
queuing characteristics at coal unloading subsystem as follows.

l29p\&'e (n t pr)ott'"'Cz=l: Wq:

Czl: Wq2

Cz=3: ril/e

Cz=4: Wq2

Cz=S: Wq2

Cz26: Wqz =

ffid,

(Crl(l- pr)2)0"(r)o*

0235p\a2a (n / pr)o9slc'

1.329* to-3 p1*'(n I pr)''o'l",

(C,l(l - pr)2 ;o 
rtt 

1r; 
r'rot

(C rl(l - p r;z lo 
tsr 

1r;o 
ots

_ 3.996 * to-z p)'2u' (n I pr)' oc'

(C, !(l - pr)')0"'(n)''"0

_ 9.014* to-' pl'ot (n I pr)'''"",
(C, l(l - p r)2 1o'rst 1r1z3rz

_ 2.7 67 * to-t pl*e (n I ttr\''o'n,
(C, !(l - pr)')o"u (r)',"

( hour)

(hour)

( hour )

(hour)

(hour)

(hour)

(r'?:0.996)

( r'z=0.984 )

(r'=0.998)

( r':0.996 )

(r2=0.994 )

(12=0.977 )

(r2:0.972)

(10)

(l l)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(1s)

Lz =1.290(n)o'u'(wr)o*' (train)

in the same time,

Lo, =1.308(r;0685(wqz)r'@5 ltrain;

and moreover,

(16)

(r':0.940 ) (17)

0.894(n)o 656

^ - -------------:--

" - (crpr)'"'
(r':0.982) (18)

Where p , : utilization rate of tipping plants at coal unloading subsystem ;

C z : number of tipping plants at coal unloading subsystem ;

Ws , : waiting time of coal unloading system in which a train waits for unloading;
W" z: duration at coal un loading system ( W" z=Wc z+ll tt z);
Lz: numbers of trains stayrng at coal unloading subsystem including trains which

wait for operation and are in unloading service;
Lq 2: queuing numbers of trains which wait for unloading at coal unloading

subsystem.

All of these formulas as mentioned-above can properly express the queuing characteristics
of coal port station which is a queuing system with multiple-stage and operation. And also,
these formulas have higher precision because all of their coefficients of determination are
greater than 0.94.

Furtherly, At the station system, except trains operating at unloading tracks, all of trains in
each state which are operating or waiting for arrival-departure services and waiting for
unloading operation will stay in station yard, and one train occupies one railway rack of
yard. Therefore, to suffrce the demands of the arrival-departure operation and unloading
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operation, the necessary number of yard hacks based on the arrangement as mentioned-
above should be the sum of trains stayng in various states as follows:

L"a:Ln*Iaz

where L" d: number of yard tracks (track).

(track) (1e)

3. MODEL FOR SYSTEMATICAL OPTIMIZATION

Based on the concepts and relative meaning of optimization, the main purpose optimizing a
system is to obtain reasonable planning and design of correspondence system, or to form
relevant altematives. Relevant objective functions and constraints can be found and
discussed in details, using the characteristics of queuing system and mutual relationships
zrmong elements.

3.1 Objective Functions

The general goals which is pursued by designers and planners of station are to make the
utilization rate of station facilities as geat as possible, and in the meantime, reduce staying
duration of train at station as far as possible. Therefore, in this study, the objective
functions can be considered as maximizing the utilization rate of station facilities and
minimizing the staying duration of train.

l. Utilization rate ofsystem facilities at station

On the background of arrival and deparnre service sharing the common railway and
operating facilities, the uitilization rates ofstation facilities consist ofthat ofyard operation
facilities and coal unloading plants. Eqs.(9) and (18) show the relationships about
utilization rate ofyard operation facilities and coal-unloading plants. From the viewpoints
for making the utilization rate of station facilities to the mo<imun, the following objective
functions can be established:

Maximize p,,
Ma,ximize p z

(20)
(2r)

Owing to formulas as stated previously, the impacting factors to utilization rate of station
facilities include numbers of working teams & facilities or coal-unloading plants which
need to be decided, servicing rate and arrival density of train which are seen as external
variables with stochastical feature.

Based on the study by T.CHISAKI etal (1994), under a certain transport demand of coal,
arrival density of nain can be calculated according to the distibution of the length of tain,
and each kind of servicing rate in the system will be derived from the distribution models
of operating time. As decision variable, numbers of operating facilities can be installed
through corresponding calculations.

2. Staying duration oftrain at station system

Staying duration of tain at station system is an important part on measuring the rationality
on the arrangement of station facilities, the utilization of those facilities and the
determination of relevant scale. According to the present situation of railway system in
Chinq staying duration of tain at railway station occupies about 65% in total average trip
circle time of freight wagon. So, it is very important to short staying time of tain at station
because it imply to be able to give full play to the rail tansport capacrty and to effectively
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utilize the facilities of station and freight wagons.

Staying duration of tain at station system with sharing system of arrival and deparnue
services includes two kinds of staying time at arrival-departure operation system and
unloading operation system. From the viewpoint of shorting staying time to increase the
effrciency of railway transport and rail facilities, the following objective fi.rnction can be
obtained.

Minimize Z=W ",s*W. z
:(Wo, a*l/ 1t r 3)+(Wq z+ll p z) (hours) (22)

where Z: staying duration of train at station system.

According to the system characteristics, staying duration of train at the station will become
longer with the increase ofutilization rate offacilities. Based on these relations, utilization
rate of operating facilities shall be controlled within a reasonable scope necessarily.
compromise solution between two kinds of objective functions shall be pursued.

3.2 Constraint Conditions

To suffice these objectives, conesponding constraint conditions have to be considered.

l. Conditions of operating facilities: Numbers of facilities at each operation subsystem
are needed more than one at least. In the station with sharing system of arrival & departure
services, the facilities of each operation subsystem is need to meet the demands as follows:

C's2l andCr2l

2. Condition of station yard scale: The main roles of station yard based on coal port system
are to supply corresponding place for arrival and departure operating and waiting trains and
relative waiting trains for unloading operation. From the respect of land and ecomomic
conditions, the yard scale is restained within a certain scope as follows:

L., SL" o 
*

where L" a 
*: allowable maximun scale of station yard (tracks).

3. Waiting time of train at each operation subsystem: Although the shorter waiting time of
hain at subsystem is expected, it is necessary to restain waiting time within a reasonable
scope from the whole viewpoint of station system. So, the following constraints can be led.

Wo r. Str r* and W'ozt{12*

where tr , *, t, *: maximun values of waiting time which are permitted correspondingly to
arrival-deparnue and unloading operation subsystems (hours).

4. Utilization rate of operating facilities: As to one of the objective functions of this
programming, the utilization rate of operating facilities at relevant subsystem has to meet
the following conditions.

0( p,s(l and0( p z(1

4. MATHEMATICAL ALGORITHM OF MODEL WITH FAZZY MEMBERSIilP
FT]NCTION
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Based on those formulas as described previously, the corresponding mutiple-purpose
optimum model about coal port station are found as follows;

Ma:<imize p n
Ma:<imize p z

Minimize 7:(W cts+l/ 1t r s)+(Wo z+l/ 1t z)

subject to
C,.21andCz2l,
L" a:L r 3*[.o 2 (1. a 

*,
'Wqrs(tra*,
'Wq 

z (tz *,
V:VO
0( p,e(l and0( P z(1.

(23)

(24)

where Wo,, is given by one of Eqs.(l)-(6), Y. z by one of Eqs'(10)-(15), p 
''

and p z by Eqs.(9) ina 1t Aj r"spectively, V is the yearly coal transport demand (ton).

Fig. 3 Linear Membership Function of Objectives

As a multiple-purpose programming problem, virhrally, it is very_diffrcult that all of those

objective n.rciio.rr are satlisfied cornpletely in the same time. Under certain facilities of
staltion, from the respect of facility use, relevant utilization rate shall be increased as

possibfe. But correspondingly, the waiting possibility of train wi[.e:t greater. According to

iystem characteristiis, waitling time of train will change exponentially when utilization rate

ii over a certain value. Simulianeously, relevant yard scale of station needs to be enlarged.

Therefore, we have to use fuzzy membership function in order to investigate some

.o-pro.ir" among those objectives. Based oi nzzy theory, the membership function
(m( rl .)) of objective function is defined as follows:

m(4o)=1.0 (no-".(no) I
0(m(ao)(1.0 (4o.,'(4o(4o.'*) |

m(ir"):o (4o.,.)no) )

And if m( 4 ,) is assumed as a kind of linear function as shown in Fig. 3, the objective
function for minimizingZo aanbe described in the following:

1-(no- 11 oa.)l(ao*- ao*)2i"
Thevalueof l" shallbemadeasgreataspossible,approaching fl o to 4 o*r".
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The objective function for maximizing- fl- o caD be changed into:- 
( A o- n o,o) l( a o*- 11 o,a)2 ?'

The value of ,tr, shall be made as great as possible, reaching r| o to I o-" *'

Considering all of those formulas as mentioned above, relevant mathemtatical model for

the optimiition of station system can be obtained as follows:

l

I
non-negative

As to the fields of nonlinear programming problem, although there-are some computing

-rtfroat conceming 
""tu"t 

t"'t.31lh subje-cti, no the sufficiint methodology for.gencral

ii*e"* ir "Ut;6 
6" 

"rtuU[rn"d 
becausl of relevant gomple.xity in the present situation'

'A"A th; opti.ir"tiot model of station system is not only nonlinear programming.frob.lgm'

Uui Aso includes some stochastic elements which are unable to be judged simply with a

."rt"i, formulations such as length of coal train, service time of-tain at each operation

rvri"-. fn"r"fore, owing to stociastic characteristics of relative elements, the resolutions

;'i;it ni2ii"" dr"Uflni for the station system will include some probability. In th€

comiutine pro""d*" oithe modet, the soluiion based on different transp-ort demands will
;il[;;"r.T in ora.i to determine operating facilities and corresponding ygd scales'

iimultarr"ourly, averagi- value and standard 
-derivation of p , and staying duration of

tr"i" 
-; 

;dt""t iniex of station are investigated. According to these analyses, the

,i-ulutio, tichnical skill has to be used in the computing algorithm.

5. APPLICABLE ALTERNATIVES FOR THE IMPROVEMENT ANI)
DETERMINATION OF STATION FACILITIES

As an application of optimization model, -some situations to establish relevant station

iu"iiiti"r11"".d on ditreiJnt transport demands are stochastically discussed in the following'

The determination of station facilities should be combined with corre-spgld'lg transport

;;G;. ilpdft that the transport demands are V=30, 40, 50, 60,70 Mil.ton/year,

seperately, the necess'ary scale of station yard, numbers of -anival-deparnre 
operating

i"[iiitilr 
"la 

cout-unoaai"g plants can correipondingly be decided. Simultaneously, some^

i-ro.t"rt indices inctuAinE'duration of traiir staying at station and utilization rate of

rellvant operating facilities are also respectively obtained'

Based on the calculating results of station system using the model as mentioned-above,

Anival-departur" op"tufion facilities according to different transport demands can be

determined as shown in Fig. 4'--l-f 
1 C,-2, ttre proUuUiti& Cpr.l to meet the demand of V:30 Mil. ton/year is only 34%o' 

.

iri: a,:,4',the irobabitities to'meet the demands of V:30, 40 Mil.ton/year are 100% and

950lo, resPectivelY.'- 
6i. C:"4, the probabilities to meet the demands of V:50, 60, 70 Mil.tonlyear ate 99oh,

93oh, 680/o, sePeratelY.

Maximize l, o=Min.( )u t,)' r,)")
subject to-( 

I n' 9,m) / ( 0 rrm- P'r^J? L'
( p r- p *') I ( p z*- P Na)Z 1. z

| ' (Z'Z^h) I (Z^' Z^)> 2" t
C,sll andCz2l,
L" a=Lr s*Lq z SL" a 

*,

Wor.(trr* and Wnz(tr*,
V:Vo,
0( p 's(1 and0( P z(1.

and all of decision variables ( L r , Cr) should be

(2s)
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Fig. 4 Determination of arrival-departure operation facilities (C,r) based on coal
transport demand
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Fig.6 Determination of yard scale of station (L.) based on coal transport demand
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Similarly,-Iig. s-slgys the determination of coal-unloading tipping plants (cz ) and
corresponding probabilities to meet different transport demands.

As t9 the yard-sgale of station matching with a definite transport volume, From Fig. 6, it is
can known as follows:

(l). L"d:4 tracks for V=30 Mil. ton/year (Pr.=I00%).
_ @ Ld:7 tracks for V=40, 50 Mil. ton/year (Pr.=100%) and V=60 Mil. ton/year

(Pr=93%).
(3). Ld:9 tracks for V=70 Mil. ton/year (Pr.:98%).

In the meantime, once numbers of operating facilities (Cr: and Cz) are decided, relevant
utilization rates ofthese operating facilities and staying duration ofcoal train at station as
important indices to evaluate and design the station system are also obtained as in Table l.
For_example, in order to meet the demand of v=40 Mil.ton/year, if c,r=3 and c::4 are
established,3verage utilization rate of Cr is 0.686, its corresponding deviation is 0.042,
and that of Cz are 0.752 and 0.073 , respectively. tn the situation, thJaverage duration of
train staying at station is 3.768 (hour), its deviation is 0.444 (hour).And-also, relevant
indices for the station can be derived according to different coal transport volume.

Table I Some Important Indices of Station Corresponding with Transport Demand
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Transport

Demand

(Mil. ton/year)

Utilization Rate

of C,,

Utilization Rate

of C,

Duration of Train

At Station ftour)
Cr mean deviation C, mean deviation mean deviation

30

40

50

60

70

.)

3

4

5

5

0.632

0.686

0.747

0.719

0.768

0.098

0.042

0.067

0.039

0.058

3

4

5

5

6

0.661

0.752

0.743

0.779

0.777

0.051

0.073

0.051

0.058

0.052

3.704

3.768

3.749

3.571

3.669

0.54?

0.444

0.399

0.396

0.440

6. CONCLUSIONS

The determination of station facilities, especially under multi-stage operation procedure,
not_only consider the utilization effectiveness of each facility, tui Asb is a co^ordination
problem among station elements.

This paper mainly discusses how to determine yard scale and operating facilities of railway
station based on coal port system, using the queuing charaiteristicl of each operation
subsystem. The station iysteni is a multi-itage operatio-n procedure with intermodalization
of coal railway .transport and unloadiag on the basis of arrival-departure services sharing
the common railway facilities and working teams. Because there are some stochastica'i
elements- and multiple?urpose problem in the system, a nonlinear programming model
with multiple-purpose is constructed, and a systematical approach for solving thE model
adopting fuzz1 membership is led. And with the help of limulation, some iituations to
determine the,yqd tracks, numbers of yard operating facilities and unloading tipping plants
according to different transport volume are discussed with the probabilitiei to sufiie the
coal transport needs.

Simultaneously, when numbers of each operating facilities and yard tracks are decided
under certain transport volume, as important indices for the disigrr and evaluation of
railway station, the relevant utilization iate of each operating facility and staying duration
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of train at coal port station are investigated, and their means and standald deviations are

i;;t;ri. fn"r" infor-ution *itt *rilt deiigners and planners in making-decision..And

uiro, u kind of coordination relationships is realized by the assignment of station tdctltfies

matctring with each other among operation subsystems at the station.
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